HSCN Professional Development Opportunities

BPS Procurement Directive Refresher - Whether you are new to healthcare, or in need of a
refresher, this session will provide an overview of the Broader Public Sector (BPS) Procurement
Directive and how it affects your procurement processes. Since April 2011, BPS organizations,
including those in the healthcare sector, have been required to ensure their purchasing policies and
procedures are compliant with the 25 mandatory requirements of the BPS Procurement Directive.
Attend this session to:
§ Refresh/expand your understanding of the Ontario BPS Procurement Directive
§ Learn how leading practice procurement processes align with the Directive
This session will enable you to be “process subject matter experts” when managing procurement
initiatives.

Innovation Procurement Templates - HSCN has developed a Toolkit to assist healthcare
organizations in developing innovation procurement strategies to support the uptake of innovation in
the healthcare sector. The Innovation Procurement Toolkit Training Session will:
§ Provide an overview of innovation procurement and the implications of Ontario BPS
procurement requirements
§ Introduce a Service RFP template modified for innovation procurement
§ Provide guidance on how to address key elements of an innovation procurement workflow,
such as the development of requirements and evaluation criteria
Develop practical skills for constructing an innovation service RFP, incorporating the
appropriate legal agreement to support innovation procurement

Inside the Mind of the Supply Chain Professional: Understanding the RFP
(Supplier Focused) - Ever wonder why you have to fill out the RFP the way you are asked?
Then this session is for you! Get inside the mind of a healthcare supply chain professional. Learn the
foundational principles of the BPS Procurement Directive, the elements of sourcing strategy
development, how to prepare your response to the competitive document and bid review and
ultimately how your potential customer will award the agreement.

Introduction to Healthcare Procurement in Ontario - This session has been designed for
individuals who are new to the healthcare sector. It provides an overview of the healthcare landscape,
including the legislative framework, current procurement models and nuances of organizational culture.
You will learn about procurement methodologies and be introduced to the sector’s Common Tendering
and Contracting templates. Participants from both healthcare organizations and supplier organizations
will benefit from “healthcare procurement 101”. Let our experts help you optimize your procurement
experience so you can hit the ground running in healthcare procurement.
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Practical Guidance on Data Improvement Programs - Healthcare supply chain
practitioners have a variety of legacy systems with master data that has been created, and continues
to be created, without a controlled structure. As a result, the data needed for strategic sourcing, for
year over year comparisons, or for participation in group/shared services contracting work, requires
endless rounds of “data cleansing” that are costly and necessary but secondary to delivering value.
This course is valuable for individuals responsible for managing data as an asset as well as for teams
who will work together to immerse themselves in the concept before launching your organizational
initiative.
Our expert will provide practical advice and will incorporate time to allow you to work on real-life
examples on setting the strategy; creating the governance processes; building the tools and improving
the legacy systems to break the cycle of endless data cleansing, giving practitioners more time to do
sourcing and procurement. In addition it will help the healthcare institutions become more effective
partners with any GPO or SSO that they are working with to create consolidated contracts through the
use of shared external standards.

Process Re-Engineering for Healthcare Supply Chain Professionals - Have you
always done something the same way? Are you feeling pressure to do more with less? Do you have
good people but poor performance results because processes are cumbersome and include nonessential activities? Do you want to be more efficient and effective? If you are ready to re-think the
way people perform their daily work then this session will help you use process re-engineering to
increase value to the organization. Even minor changes in business process can have dramatic
impacts on cash flow, service delivery and customer satisfaction. At this session you will learn:
§ What process re-engineering is
§ How to re-engineer a process
§ The impact of culture, attitude and behaviours
§ The difference between IT and business process
§ What to expect from the individual leading the process re-engineering initiative

Vendor Credentialing Educational Program - This course will give an overview of the
chronology of events, what the HSCN national standard is, why use the HSCN standard for Vendor
Credentialing, how to comply with the standard and what your next steps are. This course is focused
towards healthcare suppliers. The course provides a one-stop approach that covers all of the required
materiel in the HSCN national standard. Once all sales and “HCO on-site” maintenance staff complete
this course, your company will be in a position to complete the HSCN National Vendor Credentialing
Attestation.
This course is available as a webinar or through on-line e-learning.

HSCN Professional Development Opportunities
Pricing
Category

Description
HSCN Member
Non-Member
Corporate Groups >15 Member (20% discount)
Corporate Groups >15 Non-Member (20% discount)

Vendor Credentialing
Webinars

Vendor Credentialing E-Learning
Includes a single Administration and User Access Code.
Administrators access employee activity through the use of their email
address and PIN combination.

Corporate - License and
Unlimited Access
Individual Access
HSCN Member
Individual Access
Non-Member
PD Days
In-Person (Includes lunch and
beverages)
Webinar
1

Client Location Sessions
(Minimum 10 registrants)
Course Customization
*Add provincial HST/GST

Price*
$275/pp
$350/pp
$220/pp
$280/pp
Annual Fee
Initial Fee
(Optional)
$5000

$950

$275

n/a

$350

n/a

HSCN Member
Non-Member
HSCN Member
Non-Member

Half Day
$350/pp
$425/pp
$275/pp
$350/pp

Full Day
$595/pp
$750/pp
$450/pp
$595/pp

Corporate Groups 10-15 Registrants

$350/pp

$595/pp

Corporate Groups >15 Member (20% discount)

$280/pp

$475/pp

Includes non-transferable User Access Code.
Course completion will be monitored by HSCN.

$125/hour

1

Live in-house training - host organization will pay for Instructor's travel and accommodation in an agreement between the hosting
organization and the instructor; HSCN manages invoicing for course delivery only.

People are saying:
§ “Great workshop! HSCN always keeps us informed on new developments and programs.” (Ottawa, ON)
§ “Very informative! Great session!!” (London, ON)
§ “I wanted to follow up with you to let you know how incredibly valuable my team and I found the
presentation. We covered a lot of ground over our session but she kept our attention, answered all of our
questions and educated us on vendor credentialing and the BPS purchasing directives. It was money well
spent and I'm glad we were able to make it happen!” (Toronto, ON)
§ “Great to mix customer/hospital/SSO's and suppliers together!” (Mississauga, ON)
§ “Lots of great information. Well executed and I liked the interactive exercises!” (Thunder Bay, ON)

